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Abstract
The ever-growing amounts of visual contents captured
on a daily basis necessitate the use of lossy compression
methods in order to save storage space and transmission
bandwidth. While extensive research efforts are devoted to
improving compression techniques, every method inevitably
discards information. Especially at low bit rates, this information often corresponds to semantically meaningful visual cues, so that decompression involves significant ambiguity. In spite of this fact, existing decompression algorithms typically produce only a single output, and do not
allow the viewer to explore the set of images that map to the
given compressed code. In this work we propose the first
image decompression method to facilitate user-exploration
of the diverse set of natural images that could have given
rise to the compressed input code, thus granting users the
ability to determine what could and what could not have
been there in the original scene. Specifically, we develop
a novel deep-network based decoder architecture for the
ubiquitous JPEG standard, which allows traversing the set
of decompressed images that are consistent with the compressed JPEG file. To allow for simple user interaction,
we develop a graphical user interface comprising several
intuitive exploration tools, including an automatic tool for
examining specific solutions of interest. We exemplify our
framework on graphical, medical and forensic use cases,
demonstrating its wide range of potential applications.

1. Introduction
With surveillance systems so widely used and social networks ever more popular, the constant growth in the capacity of daily captured visual data necessitates using lossy
compression algorithms (e.g. JPEG, H.264), that discard
part of the recorded information in order to reduce storage space and transmission bandwidth. Over the years,
extensive research has been devoted to improving compression techniques, whether by designing better decoders

for existing encoders, or by devising new compressiondecompression (CODEC) pairs, that enable higher perceptual quality even at low bit-rates. However, in any lossy
compression method, the decoder faces inevitable ambiguity. This ambiguity is particularly severe at low bit-rates,
which are becoming more prevalent with the ability to maintain perceptual quality at extreme compression ratios [1].
This is exemplified in Fig. 1 in the context of the JPEG standard. Low bit-rate compression may prevent the discrimination between different animals, or the correct identification
of a shirt pattern, a barcode, or text. Yet, despite this inherent ambiguity, existing decoders do not allow the user to
explore the abundance of plausible images that could have
been the source of a given compressed code.
Recently, there has been growing research focus on models that can produce diverse outputs for any given input, for
image synthesis [2, 3, 4], as well as for image restoration
tasks, e.g. denoising [5], compression artifact reduction [6]
and super-resolution [7, 8, 9]. The latter group of works
took another step, and also allowed users to interactively
traverse the space of high-resolution images that correspond
to a given low-resolution input. In this paper, we propose
the first method to allow users to explore the space of natural
images that corresponds to a compressed image code. We
specifically focus on the ubiquitous JPEG standard, though
our approach can be readily extended to other image and
video compression formats.
A key component of our method is a novel JPEG decompression network architecture, which predicts the quantization errors of the DCT coefficients and is thus guaranteed to produce outputs that are consistent with the compressed code. This property is crucial for enabling reliable
exploration and examining what could and what could not
have been present in the underlying scene. Our scheme has
a control input signal that can be used to manipulate the
output. This, together with adversarial training, allows our
decoder to generate diverse photo-realistic outputs for any
given compressed input code.
We couple our network with a graphical user interface
(GUI), which lets the user interactively explore the space of
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Figure 1. Ambiguity in JPEG decompression. A compressed JPEG file can correspond to numerous different plausibly looking images.
These can vary in color, texture, and other structures that encode important semantic information. Since multiple images map to the same
JPEG code, any decoder that outputs only a single reconstruction, fails to convey to the viewer the ambiguity regarding the encoded image.
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Figure 2. Automatic exploration. Upon marking an ambiguous character in the image, our GUI harnesses a pre-trained digit classifier
to propose optional (consistent) reconstructions corresponding to the possible digits 0 − 9 (see details in Sec. 5). This feature is valuable
in many use cases (e.g. forensic), as it can assist in both revealing and resolving decompression ambiguities; although pre-exploration
decoding of the hour digit (yellow rectangle) by all methods (top row) may suggest it is 7, our automatic exploration tool produces
perceptually plausible decodings as both 7 and 2 (green rectangles), thus uncovering the hidden ambiguity and even preventing false
identification, as the correct hour digit (in the pre-compressed image, bottom left) was indeed 2.

consistent and perceptually plausible reconstructions. The
user can attempt to enforce contents in certain regions of the
decompressed image using various tools (see e.g. Fig. 3).
Those trigger an optimization problem that determines the
control signal best satisfying the user’s constraints. Particularly, our work is the first to facilitate automatic user exploration, by harnessing pre-trained designated classifiers, e.g.
to assess which digits are likely to correspond to a compressed image of a digital clock (see Fig. 2).
Our explorable JPEG decoding approach is of wide applicability. Potential use cases range from allowing a user to
restore lost information based on prior knowledge they may
have about the captured image, through correcting unsatisfying decompression outputs (demonstrated in Fig. 8), to
situations where a user wants to test specific hypotheses regarding the original image. The latter setting is particularly
important in forensic image analysis and in medical image
analysis, as exemplified in Figs. 2 and 4, respectively.

2. Related Work
Diverse and explorable image restoration Recently,
there is growing interest in image restoration methods that
can generate a diverse set of reconstructions for any given
input. Prakash et al. [5] proposed to use a variational autoencoder for diverse denoising. Guo et al. [6] addressed
diverse decompression, allowing users to choose between
different decompressed outputs for any input compressed
image. In the context of super-resolution, the GAN-based
PULSE method [10] can produce diverse outputs by using
different latent input initializations, while the methods in
[7, 8, 9] were the first to allow user manipulation of their
super-resolved outputs. Note that among these methods,
only [7] guarantees the consistency of all its outputs with
the low-resolution input, which is a crucial property for reliable exploration, e.g. when a user is interested in assessing
the plausibility of a specific solution of interest.
Though we borrow some ideas and mechanisms from ex-
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Figure 3. Example exploration process. Our GUI enables the user to explore the enforcement of various properties on any selected region
within the image. Unlike existing editing methods that only impose photo-realism, ours seeks to conform to the user’s edits while also
restricting the output to be perfectly consistent with the compressed code.
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Figure 4. Medical application example. A dermatologist examining a suspected mole on a new patient may turn to existing
patient photos containing this mole, to study its development. As
the mole appearance in such images may often be degraded due to
compression, our method can assist diagnosis by allowing exploration of the range of possible mole shapes and sizes. Please see
corresponding editing processes in supplementary.

plorable super-resolution [7], this work is the first to discuss the need and propose a framework for performing explorable image decompression, which is a fundamentally
more challenging task. While in super-resolution, the set of
consistent solutions is a linear subspace that has zero volume in the space of all high-resolution images (just like a
2D plane has zero volume within 3D space), image compression involves quantization and so induces a set of consistent reconstructions with nonzero volume (just like a
cube occupies nonzero volume in 3D space). We therefore
introduce various novel mechanisms, including a fundamentally different consistency enforcing architecture, novel
editing tools tailored for image decompression, and an automatic exploration tool (see Fig. 2), that is invaluable for
many applications (e.g. forensics). Though ours is the first
JPEG decompression method aiming for perceptual quality
that is guaranteed to generate consistent reconstructions, we
note that Sun et al. [11] proposed a consistent decompression scheme, but which is aimed at minimizing distortion
rather than maximizing photo-realism (thus outputting the
mean of the plausible explanations to the input).
Improved JPEG decompression Many works proposed
improved decompression techniques for existing compression standards [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
Specifically for JPEG, classical artifact reduction (AR)
methods [12, 13, 14] attempted different heuristics, like

smoothing DCT coefficients [13] or relying on natural image priors like sparsity, in both DCT and pixel domains [14].
Deep convolutional AR networks (first proposed by Dong
et al. [22]) learn to minimize a reconstruction error with respect to ground truth reference images, and operate either
in the pixel [22, 23, 19, 20], DCT [24, 11] or both domains
[25, 26, 6, 27, 21]. Some recent AR methods [28, 29, 30]
use a generative adversarial network (GAN) scheme [31]
for encouraging more photo-realistic results, which we too
employ in our framework. Our design (like [19, 20, 21])
is oblivious to the quality factor (QF) parameter, and can
therefore handle a wide range of compression levels. In
contrast, other methods are trained for a fixed QF setting,
which is problematic not only because it requires training a
different model for each QF, but also since QF by itself is
an ambiguous parameter, as its conversion into compression
level varies across implementations.

3. Our Consistent Decoding Model
To enable exploration of our decompression model’s outputs, we need to verify they are both perceptually plausible
and consistent with the given compressed code. To satisfy
the first requirement, we adopt the common practice of utilizing an adversarial loss, which penalizes for deviations
from the statistics of natural images. To satisfy the consistency requirement, we introduce a novel network design
that is specifically tailored for the JPEG format. The JPEG
encoding scheme works in the Y −Cb−Cr color space and
uses separate pipelines for the luminance (Y ) and chrominance (Cb, Cr) channels. Our model supports color images,
however for clarity we start by describing the simpler case
of gray-scale images. The non-trivial treatment of color is
deferred to Sec. 4. We begin with a brief description of the
relevant components in the JPEG compression pipeline, before describing our network design.

3.1. JPEG compression
The encoding process is shown at the left hand side of
Fig. 5. It starts by dividing the input image x, which is
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Figure 5. Gray-scale JPEG compression scheme and our model. Our network (inside the blue rectangle) is incorporated into the JPEG
decompression pipeline in a way that guarantees the consistency of its outputs with the JPEG file content, while yielding a significant
perceptual quality gain compared to images decompressed using the standard pipeline. An additional input signal z is incorporated to
allow manipulating the output. Please refer to the description in Sec. 3.

assumed to be of size1 8m × 8n, into an m × n array of
non-overlapping 8 × 8 blocks. For each 8 × 8 block X, the
encoder computes its DCT, XD = DCT(X), and divides it
element-wise by a pre-defined matrix M ∈ Z8×8 to obtain
a block of normalized DCT coefficients XN = XD ⊘ M .
Finally, the entries of XN are rounded to yield a block
of quantized coefficients XQ = round(XN ). The blocks
{XQ } are stored into the JPEG file alongside matrix M using some additional lossless processing steps. Note that the
matrix M comprises the per-coefficient quantization intervals, determined as a function of the scalar QF parameter.
However, this function varies between JPEG implementations, and therefore the QF itself is ambiguous and insufficient for extracting the image.

3.2. Our decoder design
Our decoder network is shown at the right hand side of
Fig. 5. Our network operates in the DCT domain. Namely,
for each 8 × 8 block XQ extracted from the file, our network outputs an estimate X̂D of the corresponding block
XD . The decoded image is then constructed by applying inverse DCT on the predicted DCT blocks {X̂D }. To predict
XD , we first generate a prediction X̂N of the normalized
coefficients XN , and then multiply it element-wise by M ,
so that X̂D = X̂N ⊙ M . Since information loss during image encoding is only due to the rounding step, we consider a
reconstructed block X̂N to be consistent with the quantized
block XQ when it satisfies X̂N = XQ + ∆, with an 8 × 8
matrix ∆ whose entries are all in [−0.5, 0.5). We therefore
design our network to predict this ∆ for each block, and we
confine its entries to the valid range using a shifted Sigmoid
function. This process guarantees that the decoded image is
perfectly consistent with the compressed input code.
Predicting the residual ∆ for each block XQ is done
as follows. We arrange the blocks {XQ } to occupy

the channel dimension of an m × n × 64 tensor xQ ,
so that each block retains its relative spatial position
w.r.t. the other blocks in the image. We then input this
tensor to a network comprising Nℓ layers of the form
2-D convolution → batch normalization → leaky ReLU,
followed by an additional 2-D convolution and a Sigmoid.
All convolution kernels are 3 × 3. The last convolution
layer outputs 64 channels, which correspond to the residual
blocks {∆}. Compared to operating in the pixel domain,
the receptive field of this architecture is 8× larger in each
axis, thus allowing it to exploit larger scale cues.
An important distinction of our network is the ability to
manipulate its output, which facilitates our goal of performing explorable image decompression. This is enabled by incorporating a control input signal, which we feed to the network in addition to the quantized input xQ . We define our
control signal z ∈ Rm×n×64 to have the same dimensions
as xQ , so as to allow intricate editing abilities. Following
the practice in [7], we concatenate z to the input of each of
the Nℓ layers of our network, to promote faster training.
We train our model following the general procedure
of [7]. As an initialization step, we train it to minimize
the L1 distance between ground truth uncompressed training images, and the corresponding outputs of our network,
while randomly drawing the QF parameter for each image.
Once initialized, training continues without utilizing any
full-reference loss terms like L1 or VGG, which is made
possible thanks to the inherent consistency guarantee of our
design. These full-reference loss terms are known to bias
the output towards the (overly-smoothed) average of all possible explanations to the given compressed code, and are
thus not optimal for the purpose of exploration. We instead
minimize the following weighted combination of loss terms
to guide our model:
LAdv + λRange LRange + λMap LMap .

(1)

1 We

assume integer m and n only for simplicity. Arbitrary image sizes
are also supported.

Here, LAdv is an adversarial loss, which encourages the re-
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Figure 6. Our full image decompression scheme. We employ separate models (blue rectangles) to compensate for the quantization errors
of the luminance and chroma channels. Both models share the same internal design depicted in Fig. 5, and receive the same control signal
z, to allow coordinated editing. Please refer to the full description in Sec. 4.

constructed coefficient blocks X̂D to follow the statistics of
their natural image counterparts. In particular, we employ
a Wasserstein GAN loss with spectral normalization [32]
and gradient penalty [33], and use the same model architecture for both generator and critic (except for substituting
batch normalization with layer normalization in the latter),
following the recommendations in [33]. The second loss
term, LRange , helps prevent model divergence by penalizing
for pixel values outside [16, 235], which is the valid range
of luminance values in the Y − Cb − Cr color space. We
use LRange = k1 kx̂ − clip[16,235] {x̂}k1 , where k = 64 · m · n
is the number of pixels in the image.
The last loss term in (1) is associated with the control
signal input z, which at exploration (test) time should allow
traversing the space of plausible consistent decompressed
images. We therefore use LMap = minz kψ(xQ , z) − xk1 to
(i) prevent our network ψ from ignoring its input z, as well
as to (ii) guarantee our network can produce each ground
truth natural image x in our training set using some z. This
is in addition to the adversarial loss LAdv , which encourages
the network’s output corresponding to any input z to be perceptually plausible. Within each training step, we first compute z ∗ = arg minz {LMap } using 10 iterations, and then
use the fixed z ∗ for the minimization of all loss terms in (1).

3.3. Training details
We train our model with the Adam optimizer on 1.15M
images from the ImageNet training set [34], using batches
of 16 images. The initialization and consecutive training
phases last 6 and 12 epochs and employ learning rates of
10−4 and 10−5 , respectively. Batches in the latter phase are
fed twice, once with a random z and once with the optimal
z ∗ minimizing LMap (see details in the Supp.). We set λRange
and λMap to 200 and 0.1, respectively. To create training input codes, we compress the GT training images utilizing a
quantization interval matrix M = 50 · Qbaseline /QF, where

Qbaseline is the example baseline table in the JPEG standard
[35] and QF is independently sampled from a uniform distribution over [5, 49] for each image2 . We use Nℓ = 10
layers for both the generator and the critic models, using
320 output channels for all convolution operations but the
last. We employ a conditional critic, by concatenating the
generator’s input xQ to our critic’s input, as we find it to
accelerate training convergence.

4. Handling Color Channels
Let us denote the channels of a color image x by xY ,
x , and xCr . The chroma channels (Cb and Cr) of natural
images tend to contain mostly low frequency content. The
JPEG format exploits this fact, by allowing to subsample
those channels in the pixel space. The subsampled channels
are then divided into 8 × 8 blocks, whose DCT coefficients
are quantized using matrix M c , similarly to the luminance
Cb
channel. These quantized blocks, denoted by {XQ
} and
Cr
{XQ }, are stored in the color JPEG file alongside their luY
minance channel counterparts {XQ
}. This process results
in lost chroma information, which like its luminance counterpart, may correspond to semantically meaningful visual
cues. Our framework allows exploring both the luminance
and the chrominance of the image, as depicted in Fig. 6.
Here we use the most aggressive “4:2:0” subsampling
configuration of JPEG, corresponding to subsampling the
chroma channels by a factor of 2 in both axes. We reconstruct the chroma channels using an additional network,
which handles the chroma information loss due to quantization. While we can use the same process employed in
the luminance case to handle the chroma quantization, accounting for subsampling requires some modifications. BeCb

2 QFs in the range [50, 100] induce lower data loss, and are thus less
interesting for explorable decoding. The effect of control signal z in such
high QFs is only minor, thanks to our framework’s consistency guarantee.
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Figure 7. Exploring plausible explanations. Artifacts in the given compressed image (left) are removed by our method (middle-left) prior
to any exploration. We can then use our GUI to produce different explanations to the kitten’s attention, by imprinting, e.g. a tiny fly or a
worm onto the unedited image. These alternative reconstructions perfectly match the JPEG code when re-compressed. Please refer to the
Supp. for a visualization of the control signals z corresponding to each output.
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Figure 8. Correcting unpleasing decompression. Existing artifact removal methods like DnCNN [19] (middle-left), are often able to
ameliorate compressed images (left), but do not allow editing their output. In contrast, outputs by our method (middle-right) can be edited
by a user to yield superior results (right), which are guaranteed to match the input JPEG code if re-compressed.

fore elaborating on these modifications, we begin by briefly
describing the relevant steps in the JPEG chroma pipeline.

using the actual and approximated pipelines are negligible
(e.g. the PSNR between the two is 88.9dB over BSD-100).

4.1. Alternative modeling of chroma subsampling

4.2. Modifying our design to support subsampling

Ideally, we would have liked to inform the chroma reconstruction network of the luminance information, by concatenating the luminance and chroma codes. However, this
is impractical due to the spatial dimension mismatch resulting from the chroma subsampling. To overcome this hurdle,
we remodel the above described subsampling pipeline using
an approximated pipeline as follows.
In natural image chroma channels, almost all content is
concentrated at the low frequencies (e.g., in the BSD-100
dataset [36], an average of 99.99998% of the energy in each
16 × 16 chroma channel DCT block, is concentrated in the
upper-left 8 × 8 sub-block). For such low-frequency signals, the above mentioned subsampling procedure incurs
neglieible aliasing. Thus, the 8 × 8 DCT blocks of the
subsampled channels can be assumed (for all practical purposes) to have been constructed by first computing the DCT
of each 16 × 16 block of the original chroma channels, and
then extracting from it only the 8 × 8 block of coefficients
corresponding to the low-frequency content. The rest of the
process is modeled without modification. As we show in the
Supplementary, the differences between images processed

Given a compressed input code, we first reconstruct the
luminance channel, as described in Sec. 3. The reconstructed luminance image x̂Y is then fed into a chroma decoding network together with the quantized chroma blocks
from the JPEG file, to obtain the final decoded color image.
Since the quantized 8 × 8 blocks of the chroma channels in fact correspond to 16 × 16 blocks of the image, our
network operates on 16 × 16 blocks. Specifically, for the
luminance channel x̂Y , we compute DCT coefficients for
each 16 × 16 block and reshape them into a tensor with
162 = 256 channels. The 8 × 8 chroma blocks stored in
the file are zero-padded to be 16 × 16 in size (so that the
high frequencies are all zeros) and then also reshaped into
tensors with 256 channels (see Fig. 6). The luminance tensor is concatenated with the chrominance tensors to form a
single tensor with 3 × 256 = 768 channels3 . This tensor is
then fed into our chroma network, which uses the same architecture described in Sec. 3, only with 160 channels in the
internal layers. This network yields error estimate blocks ∆
3 In practice, we discard the channels corresponding to the zeropadding, which are all zeros.
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Cb
of size 8 × 8, which are added to the quantized blocks XQ
Cr
c
and XQ , and multiplied by M . The resulting blocks are
zero-padded to 16×16 (setting the high frequencies to zero)
and converted back to pixel-space using inverse DCT. These
reconstructed chroma channels are then combined with the
luminance channel to yield the reconstructed color image.
We feed the same control input signal z to both luminance
and chroma models, to allow a coordinated editing effect.

5. Exploration Tools and Use Cases
Having trained both luminance and chroma models, we
facilitate user exploration by employing a graphical user
interface (GUI) comprising different editing tools. Our
GUI runs on an NVIDIA GeForce 2080 GPU, and allows
interactive exploration in real time. Specifically, once a
compressed image code xQ is loaded from a JPEG file, a
user can manipulate the output of our decoding network,
x̂ = ψ(xQ , z), by first marking a region to be edited and
then choosing among different available tools. Those enable the user to attempt enforcing various properties on
x̂. Each editing tool triggers a process of solving z ∗ =
arg minz f (ψ(xQ , z)) behind the scenes, for some objective function f , which is optimized using the Adam optimizer. The result is a modified output image ψ(xQ , z ∗ ),
which is guaranteed to be consistent with the compressed
code xQ (due to our network’s architecture) and to have a
natural appearance (due to the parameters of φ which have
been shaped at train time to favor natural outputs). Examples for such images x̂ are depicted in Fig. 7.
We introduce a very useful automatic exploration tool,
which given an image region, presents optional reconstructions corresponding to each digit d ∈ {0, . . . , 9}, by utilizing f (·) = Classifierd (·), the output of a pre-trained digit
classifier [37] corresponding to digit d (see example use
case in Fig. 2). This tool can easily be extended to domains
other than digits, by using the appropriate classifiers.
Besides classifier-driven exploration, we also borrow objective functions from [7] and modify them for the JPEG
decompression case, as well as add several JPEG-specific
objectives to allow tuning local hue and saturation. The full
set of available objective functions facilitates a wide range
of operations, including manipulating local image variance
(e.g. using f (·) = (Var(·) − c)2 for some desired variance level c), performing piece-wise smoothing (e.g. using
f (·) = TV(·)), propagating patches from source to target
regions, modifying periodic patterns and more.
Another particularly useful group of tools allows embedding many forms of graphical user input, including various scribbling tools (similar to Microsoft-Paint), modifying
local image brightness and even imprinting visual content
from an external image. These tools act in two phases (corresponding to the middle pair of images in Fig. 3). They
first enforce consistency of the desired input with the com-

pressed image code, by projecting the scribbled (or imprinted) image onto the set of images that are consistent
with the compressed code xQ . Namely, each block of DCT
scribbled
coefficients XD
of the scribbled image is modified into



scribbled
scribbled
⊘M −XQ +XQ ⊙M.
XD
← clip[− 1 , 1 ] XD
2 2
(2)
This is the left of the middle pair in Fig. 3. In the second
phase, an optimization process over z traverses the learned
natural image manifold, searching for the output image that
is closest to the consistent scribbled input. This is the right
of the middle pair in Fig. 3. Variants of these tools provide
many other features, including automatically searching for
the most suitable embedding location, from a consistency
standpoint. Please refer to the supplementary material for
detailed descriptions of all tools provided by our GUI.
Our exploration framework is applicable in many domains and use cases, which we demonstrate through a series of representative examples4 . Fig. 8 depicts a visually
unsatisfying decoded JPEG image (left). Utilizing an artifact removal method yields some improvement, but significant improvement is achieved by allowing a user to edit the
image, harnessing specific prior knowledge about the appearance of sand dunes. Another important application involves exploring the range of plausible explanations to the
compressed image code, like the different appearances of
the shirt in Fig. 1 or the focus of the kitten’s attention in
Fig. 7. Our framework can also be used to investigate which
details could have comprised the original image. This is
particularly important in medical and forensic settings. We
demonstrate examples of exploring corrupted text in Fig. 2,
and examining a mole in a medical use case in Fig. 4. More
examples can be found in the supplementary.

6. Experiments
This work primarily focuses on introducing explorable
image decompression, which we demonstrate on various
use cases. Nevertheless, outputs of our framework are perceptually pleasing even prior to any user exploration or editing, as we show in Fig. 9 in comparison with DnCNN [19]
and AGARNet [21], the only AR methods handling a range
of compression levels (like ours) whose code is available
online. Fig. 10 (left) further demonstrates the perceptual
quality advantage of our method (Ours, GAN), by comparing NIQE [38] perceptual quality scores5 , evaluated on the
4 Compressed images in our examples are produced by applying the
JPEG compression pipeline to uncompressed images, though our method
is designed to allow exploration of existing compressed codes.
5 The no-reference NIQE measure is most suitable for our case, as it
does not take into account the GT uncompressed images corresponding to
the input JPEG code, which are as valid a decoding as any other output
of our network, thanks to its inherent consistency. Nonetheless, the advantage of our method remains clear even when considering full-reference
perceptual quality metrics, as we show in the Supp. using LPIPS [39].
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Figure 9. Qualitative comparison. Our GAN-trained image decompression model is primarily intended to allow consistent user exploration, especially for very low QFs, which induce larger ambiguities. Nonetheless, as demonstrated here on severely compressed images
(QF=5), even pre-edited outputs (corresponding to random z inputs) of our model (right) yield significant perceptual quality gains relative
to the JPEG decompression pipeline (left), as well as compared to results by the DnCNN [19] & AGARNet [21] AR methods, and a variant
of our model trained to minimize distortion (middle columns). Please refer to the supplementary for additional visual comparisons.
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Figure 10. Quantitative evaluation. Comparing our exploration model (Ours, GAN), and its variant trained to minimize distortion (Ours,
L1 ), with the DnCNN [19] and AGARNet [21] AR methods on the BSD-100 [36] dataset, in terms of perceptual quality (left, lower is
better) and image distortion (right, higher is better). Please refer to the Supp. for more comparisons and additional details.

BSD-100 [36] dataset. Finally, our consistency-preserving
architecture produces state of the art results even when tackling the traditional (non-diverse, non-explorable) compression artifact removal task. Fig. 10 (right) presents a comparison between DnCNN and AGARNet, which aim for minimal distortion, and a variant of our model trained using
only the L1 penalty, i.e. the initialization phase in Sec. 3.2.
Our model (Ours, L1 ) compares favorably to the competition, especially on severely compressed images (low QFs).
Please refer to the Supp. for additional details and comparisons, including evaluation on the LIVE1 [40] dataset.

7. Conclusion
We presented a method for user-interactive JPEG decoding, which allows exploring the set of naturally looking im-

ages that could have been the source of a compressed JPEG
file. Our method makes use of a deep network architecture
which operates in the DCT domain, and guarantees consistency with the compressed code by design. A control input
signal enables traversing the set of natural images that are
consistent with the compressed code. Like most decompression works, our framework is tailored to JPEG. However, the proposed concept is general, and can be applied to
other compression standards, by identifying and addressing
their respective sources of information loss. We demonstrated our approach in various use cases, showing its wide
applicability in creativity, forensic, and medical settings.
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